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A. LOGISTICS PERPAREDNESS PLAN 
 

a. LOGISTICS PREPAREDNESS CHECKLIST 

 

1. COORDINATION 

 

1. Set up a Logistics Coordination Group (LCG) of key people to support the preparedness activities of the DMO’s 

Logistics Unit. This LCG should be in charge of the implementation of the Logistics Preparedness Plan (detailed 

here under). Define the meeting schedule of the LCG (ideally 1x / month until the next raining season). 

 

2. Composition of the LCG: 

 One representative from the DMO – the head of the Logistics Unit – coordinator of the LCG 

 One representative from Volunteers Organizations - the head of VERTS 

 One representative from the Red Cross – the Logistics Coordinator of SRCS 

 One representative from HEAL  

 One representative from the UN – from UNDP  

 As observer, one representative from the Donors? – AusAID / NZAID 

 

2. PLANNING 

 

3. Update recurrent logistics response plans (medium impact & worst case). Test these plans with simulations once a 

year. 

4. Actively seek to fill gaps in the plans, e.g. missing baseline data, insufficient skilled personnel (volunteer training), 

funding, and logistics material.  

5. Undertake "lessons learnt" exercises to reflect on the logistics aspects of emergency response to recent disasters, 

what went right, what could be improved or built upon, and what should be changed. Edit best practices 

documentation on responses. Incorporate those "lessons learnt" and best practices into the logistics response 

plans. 

6. Decide on how logistics assessments will be organized, how information will be collected and shared, in the 

aftermath of a disaster. 

7. Ensure that Logistics is part of all planning exercises, and that disaster response plans include a Logistics chapter, 

including at district / local levels. 

8. As part of planning, outline the logistics coordination structure for disaster situations. As part of this, familiarize 

key actors and potential departmental leads with the logistics coordination framework. 

 

3. OPERATIONAL DATABASES AND LOGISTICS ARRANGEMENTS 

 

9. Keep an up-to-date inventory of in-country logistical capacities and stock levels of all concerned agencies, GoS, 

NGOs, UN. Update the LCA once a year, before the cyclones season. 

10. If possible, arrangements should be made to set up a Logistics operations room, close to the NEOC within existing 

facilities - a room with sufficient space, easily accessible, with good connectivity for telephone, IT, internet, radio 

communications, emergency power generator, and dedicated staff. 

11. Ensure that radio communications equipment and mobile and satellite telephone gear is all operating properly and 

at hand for emergencies. A focal point (communications technician) should be appointed to operate and maintain 

these devices. Seek to link UN, NGO, Red Cross, and national government communication systems to ensure that 

communications channels remain open should disaster strike. 



12. Take into account that some key staff members may not be able to come to the office in the aftermath of a 

disaster. Make separate arrangements for their transport / accommodation if necessary. 

 

4. NETWORKING  WITH DISASTER RESPONSE ACTORS 

 

13. Develop an up-to-date directory of logistics related key contacts likely to be required during an emergency, as well 

as a list of in-country staff with logistics management skills. 

14. Agree on when and where logistics coordination meetings will take place, and on how disaster response actors will 

be notified of these meetings.  

 



b. LOGISTICS PREPAREDNESS PLAN 
 

LOGISTICS PREPAREDNESS PLAN 

No. Minimum Preparedness Actions (MPAs) 

Status 

Due date/ 

Timeframe 

 

Lead 

 

Resources 
needed 

 

Comments 
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Coordination 

1  Recruit a Logistics & Operations officer in NEMO + Define ToRs & Planning        

2  Set up a Logistics Coordination Group (LCG) + Define ToRs & Agenda        

3 
 Establish a planning for larger Logistics Coordination meetings (pre- and post-

cyclones season meetings for preparedness and debriefing) 

       

4 
 Communicate / coordinate with all humanitarian actors (UN, NGOs, Donors) 

to ensure that roles and responsibilities are understood. 

       

Baseline Data 

5 
 Complete Logistics Capacity Assessment (LCA) at National level with missing 

information 

       

6 
 Define priority districts for “local LCAs” and ask Districts authorities to 

implement the assessment 

       

7  Define annual mechanism to update the LCA        

8 
 Establishment of an “assets register” for transport assets, heavy equipment, 

SAR equipment, communication equipment, human resources + update 
mechanisms 

       

9 
 Set up a “central repository” for relevant logistics information, baseline data, 

contingency plans, disaster management information and tools, etc. (Tonga 
Alert Database, PHT Website, other) 

       

10 
 Provide outline of local suppliers’ capacities for key relief items, such as 

tarpaulins, jerry cans, hygiene and household equipment, blankets, plastic 
mats, etc. 

       

11 
 Create a central inventory of communication capacities in the country, 

including HF & VHF operational equipment in TDS, Police, MoH, Fire Division, 
Red Cross, Mormon churches, etc. 

       

12  Update and Mapping of existing emergency stocks (from GoT, UN, NGOs)        



Contacts 

13 
 Create a Logistics contact list, with all key logistics related contacts (incl. 

Private sector) – include phone numbers, email addresses, sat phones 
numbers, radio frequencies ... 

       

Maps 

14 

 Get detailed operational maps (soft copies) for both national and local levels. 
Get those maps connected and feed them with infrastructure and 
operational information (bridges, evacuation centers, Red Cross local stocks, 
etc.) 

       

Stand by agreements 

15 
 Establish stand-by agreements with the Customs for the setting up of the 

Customs facilitation Cell (to be activated during emergencies) 

       

16 
 Develop a “to do list” for rapid registration of new agencies (NGOs) and 

mechanisms for clearance of relief goods during emergencies 

       

17 
 Establish stand-by agreement with pre-identified private companies for Cargo 

Tracking system 

       

18 
 Establish stand-by agreements with owners of the pre-identified locations for 

temporary warehousing / storage at entry-points (ports and airports, Red 
Cross compounds at field level, etc.), including TDS 

       

Operations 

19 
 Agree on Standardized forms for supply chain management: CMR, tracking 

forms, stock reports, delivery forms, etc. 

       

Capitalization 

20  Draft lessons learned documents for logistics operations         

 


